Margarethe-Uthardt Cup
City

Heidelberg (BN)
Sportzentrum im Erlenweg
Erlenweg 24, 69124 Heidelberg

Nation

Germany

Date

Mar 14, 2020
INTERNATIONAL OPEN
The number of participants is unlimited.

Participation

Wheelchair fencers welcome
A valid DFB fencing pass is a starting requirement for German fencers. Adolescents under the age
of 18 need a health certificate (not older than 365 days).
It is not permitted to participate on multiple events per competition day.
Only one inscription per athlete for each category is allowed.
Quota

None

Referees/umpires

Referees/umpires are not required.
Athletes may have to judge each other

Federation

Nordbadischer Fechterbund e.V.

Club

Heidelberger FC/ TSG Rohrbach e.V.

Organizer

Robert Schmier

Contact

mut@fechten-in-heidelberg.de

Further information

https://fencing.ophardt.online/en/widget/event/18818
View inscriptions and results

Inscription

Inscription to: https://fencing.ophardt.online/
until Mar 10, 2020 only by: Club
Cancel until Mar 10, 2020
E-Mail: meldung@fechten-in-heidelberg.de

Day

Inscription Begin
close

14.03.

09:30
11:30

Continued

10:00
12:00

Finals Competition

allowed

Quota

Entry fee

Epee Men's
I Senior 1920 - 2004
Epee Women's I Senior 1920 - 2004

€10.00
€10.00

Payment

Payment
Cash: Barzahlung

Rules and legal

The tournament will be held according the FIE rules.
The regulations of the "Guideline for the implementation of joint ranking tournaments and regional
championships" of the IG Fencing Baden-Württemberg in the currently valid version apply
(https://www.fechten-bw.de/Richtlinien-und-Ordnungen.htm)

Liability

Organizer assume no liability. All participants are for responsible for the personal equipment.

Jurisdiction

The participants submit to the jurisdiction of the Nordbadischer Fechterbund e.V.

Image / TV rights

The participants and their legal representatives declare that they agree to a publication of their
names, clubs and year of birth as the as the competition data.. The fencer / legal representative
declares his consent to the production, distribution and display of images, sound and film during the
competitions. This consent is free of charge, has unlimited territorial and temporal validity and
applies to the right to the image as well as the general right of personality. It includes all media, but
in particular the right to reproduce recordings in print, TV shows and the Internet. There is the
possibility, but no obligation, to give the name.

Equipment

Equipment according to definition DFB.
http://www.fechten.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Ausruestungsvorschriften-DFB-2019.pdf
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Surcharge
Remarks
+€0.00 +0.00%

Weapon check will be handled on place.
Catering

The Cafeteria is run by our club.

Remarks
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